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data storage and data management are addressed.
shown, and the interfacing of dUferent CAD-Systems is discussed. The problems of
applications of CAD-Systems are given, the future integration into CIM-Systems is
practical use should contain a 2D-System for input and drafting purposes. Practical
are described and their advantages/disadvantages touched. Modelling systems for
views and the calculation of mass properties is possible. Dyferent types of models
Z metric databases for further planning operations, e. g. the generation of arbitrary'/////A %a
ing systems create three-dimensional models of the real objects. These serve as geo
riation of existing drawings and the simplwed defnition of standard parts. Modell
oriented (2D-)systems are presented and explained. They allow, for example, the va
a classwcation of CAD—Systems is given. Functions and data structures of drafting
text. The historic development of CAD is touched and the general architecture and
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Definition of terms OCR Output
CAD in the industrial production process
FFS Flexible manufacturing system
PPS Planning and control of manufacturing
CIM Computer Integrated Manufacturing
CAM Computer Aided Manufacturing
CAE Computar Aidad Enginaaring
CAP Computar Aidad Planning
CAD Computer Aided Dasign
Manufacturing FFS
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FIRST MICROPROCESSORS FOR WORKSTATXONS OCR Output1971
1970 FIRST DESCRIPTION OF RELATIONAL DBMS
PRICES (TEKTRONIX)
INTRODUCTION OF STORAGE TUBE DISPLAYS FOR REASONABLE
1968 ASP — GENERAL STORING STRUCTURE FOR OBJECT DATA
1967 SCULPTURED SURFACE SYSTEMS IN GB, JPN. USA, D
INDEPENDENT GRAPHIC OUTPUT
1966 GINO (UNIV. OF CAMBRIDGE), PROGRAMSYSTEM WITH DEVICE
(SUTHERLAND)
APPLICATION AND PROGRAMMING OF REFRESH DISPLAYS1963
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FIRST APPLICATIONS FOR FEM AND CIRCUIT LAYOUT1955
suBsvsTEMs
PHASE 1: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF BASIC ALGORITHMS AND
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SOFTWAREHOUSES
ORGANISATIONS WITH MEMBERS FROM INDUSTRY. UNIVERSITIES AND
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START OF EXAPT—DEVELOPMENT1965
PHASE 2: DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF COMPLEX SYSTEMS
HISTORY OF CAD
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(DIN) 1N CAD-SYSTEMS OCR Output
ATTEMPTS TO DEFINE MEANS TO GENERATE STANDARD PARTS
SURFACES
VDAFS - PROPOSED STANDARD FOR EXCHANGE OF SCULPTURED
TODAY >>100 CAD—svsTEMs AVAILABLE
1981 GKS — STANDARD FOR GRAPHICS SOFTWARE
FAc1Nc DIFFERENT CHD—SYSTEMS »» PDES. STEP.
1980... IGES — FIRST ATTEMRT TO DEFINE A STANDARD FOR INTER
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Different views of CAD—Systems OCR Output
Basic product BP






Subsystem I [Subsystem I I Subsystem
Communication(Programmer`s view)
System architecture System frame




















automated generation of drawings (part 1) OCR Output












automated generation of drawings (part 2) OCR Output









Single elements Active setkjgmifying
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Example for the data structure in a 2D—l\/lodel OCR Output
ww! Angular dimensionE Point
AM Linaar dimensionB | Arc
S Straight line Macro kay hols
P6! ! P7 ! ! P8P1| |P2| IPS! !r=4! !!¤5










Graphische Darstellung einer ASP-Struktur
>—4 Rang
PM




























OCR Output. WG frame model Expense
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surfece—oriented 3D—Systems
Processing of sculptured surfaces in
Combined open Combined closed
¤-I--••-·|·
Closed Open
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Examples cf surfaces in exact 3D—I\/Icdels
Cylindrical face (outside) Tcrcidal face
li




Example ofthe data structure of a 3D—I\/Iodel OCR Output
F Surfaces Points (PI, Pj: Nodes ofthe Splines)
v Volumes K Edges [/{Relation
P1! IP2 Pal lpul Ipsl lpsl IMI IPBI IPII IP;
KWI IKZI IK3 KLI IKSI |K6I IK?] IKBI IK9I |K1(l IKM IK1













Exact representation vs facetted representation OCR Output
Solid Models
processes
Good suitability for CIM Good suitability for graphics
degree of approximation
Decreasing performance Performance depending on the
--»DitficuIt to achieve stability -->Good stability
Heterogeneous algorithms Homogeneous algorithms
the surfaces shape
OCR OutputExact representation of Approximation ofthe object`s
lcsoeee
Objektbeschreibung
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einem volumenorientierten 3D-System OCR Output
Beispiele fiir die Anwendung von Nlodellierfunktionen in







Step 3: Verknfnpfung von Haupt- und Ubergangsfléchen
Step 2: Beschreibung der Ubergangsfléchen
Step 1: Beschreibung der Hauprfléchen
step 3
num uucr 2 OCR Outputblend num 1
step 2
main DUCT B
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Basic data structure (simplified)
CON CAD—CATALOG
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Steps of permanent data storage
CONCAD
the control of the DBMS OCR Output
in iiigs ofthe CAD/CAM—data under
CAD/QAM dam structures and archiving





Access via Dialog Espiggeneratcr
Screen Handler
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Application of DRAFT MASTER


















Application of DRAFT MASTER and
Design phases and design types
data
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Principles to interface CAD and N OCR Output



















Léngsdrehen ncch nicht abgearbeitcter Partien nach
‘f ?
Léngsdrchen
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Program
Part
V I cAorr~i special OCR OutputInterfacing CAD/NC general
ptl li=2l lpsl IP4P1! IP2| lpal IP4
DataStructure I I
FE2FE1



















Possibilities to improve the efficiency of
High importance in practical use
e e OCR Output
stand. parts stand. parts
DetaillingChoice of Arrangement of
standard sequences
• Automation (Programming) of
High importance in practical use
Var. of dimensions Var. ofthe shape
0 Processing of complex shapes
Subject to research
Pattern recognitione.g. Sketching/Dimensioning
• Improvement of input methods
ici; c-ss Etnnlraler














Treatment of standard shapes
in the object data structure
Representation of the variation-rules
in a graphic Dialog
Definition of a variable standard-shape
Data oriented Macro
on the program level
Enhancement of the CAD-System
Program—Macro
Jil i OCR Output
..2,sequence of commands





Processing of graphic and
diagrams




Beispiel ffir die Erzeugung eines dimensions- und
Ouellez Dissertation Dassler
Modifikotion Verkniipfung
Mokro lL¤nge, Durchm., Fuse) Dimensionierung
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Konstruktionslinien OCR Output
Konstruktion von Ansichten mit Handskizzen und
Ouelle: Spur, Jansen
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Layout einer I\/lontegeanlage
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robot using solid modelling OCR Output
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Subsystem || || Subsystem
3D2D
2/$$3AM-Models>|gt?;_ ¥Vtamn , D I
I/OUO
DRAFT MASTER SOLID MASTER spec. application
Commands Commands oftheCommands
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